Employing powerful feedback loops for faster adaptation to changing employee expectations

Results

7pt ↑ in employee NPS

200+ email conversations close the loop, offering better service

80% ↑ in transactional response rates
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Equinix, the world’s digital infrastructure company, is in the midst of its own digital transformation.

The company’s new Digital Workplace Experience (DWE) put a focus on better communication between IT managers, service reps and the employees they serve.

Using Medallia solutions in conjunction with ServiceNow, Equinix began receiving actionable employee feedback that has led to better service and higher ratings.

The Medallia solution helps Equinix close the loop on support for its own workforce, which helps them provide the best service for the company’s customers.

Equinix is a digital infrastructure leader, transforming digital ecosystems worldwide. The pioneering company has more than 220+ data centers across 63 markets, and employs 9,000+ people, a workforce supported by the in-house IT department. A few months before the COVID-19 lockdowns began, the IT department began reconsidering how it communicates with internal customers and contractors in an effort to better serve them.

Motivated by the companywide directives around digital transformation, the IT department turned its focus to truly understanding the needs and experience of the employees across the workplace. Results from the previous year’s employee pulse survey identified areas for improvement, such as addressing employee challenges with in-house apps, the large number of apps employees must learn and use, and confusion about how to get the help needed to resolve technology-related problems.

In addition, the department wanted to develop more effective coaching and training for the workplace IT service representatives. This would mean gathering actionable feedback that could help the company and ensure professional growth for IT service agents. In the past, feedback was sparse and input often didn’t provide the details needed to make effective change.

The IT department created the Digital Workplace Experience (DWE) team and devised a plan that included responsive resolution at the help desk.

**Getting feedback on what matters most**

Equinix wanted its workforce to connect with DWE directly, so that the IT team could respond quickly. The company also wanted to support its IT agents by offering constructive feedback and training.

To create this cultural transformation, Equinix rolled out Medallia. The team implemented transactional feedback forms that could be sent via email after help desk service along with response options on the knowledge base portal. In addition, they implemented Always On surveys to drive two-way communication between senior leadership and employees.

Equinix also implemented specialized alerting capabilities, to loop in a DWE manager when scores, such as the likelihood to recommend number, fell below a certain level or when company executives provided feedback. Medallia lets you configure alerts to route positive and negative feedback for action, set escalation paths and time frames, track follow-ups, and capture root causes to get ahead of repeat issues.

DWE also now uses in-app feedback forms for key applications that employees need a lot of help with, such as Siebel CRM. Alerts and signals from Medallia Digital are tracked within the Transactional Help Desk Ticket Program, as well as new cases and incidents in ServiceNow, so experience issues can...
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